T w o gi a nt p ow e r s
o f natu re

c om es t og e th er
PROUDLY PRESENT A NEW
AND INNOVATIVE APPROACH
IN SKIN CARE.
THE FIRST EVER LINE THAT
COMBINES THE TWO MOST
POWERFUL SOURCES OF
NATURE, MINERALS &
ENERGY.

MINERAL SOURCE
The Dead Sea has long been renowned for its nourishing salts and mud . The
natural sediment that settles at the sea floor is known as Dead Sea mud, a
vigorous concentration of the goodness of the Dead Sea in a thick, nourish ing
mud that works wonders, providing effective calming, repairing and rejuvenating
benefits for the skin. The Dead Sea waters comprise a rich, healthy cocktail of 27
minerals that work in unison to support and nurture the skin. The leading minerals
being: Magnesium: accelerates skin renewal, Potassium: rejuvenates skin cells
with new energy, Bromide: improves the body’s mineral balance and Calcium:
strengthens the cell membranes.

Energetic Crystal Stones
Energy crystals are known since the dawn of time, for their unlimited practical and
medicinal properties, beauty and mystical powers. Formed in the top layer of the
earth’s surface are a crystallization of minerals that were created by great heat
and pressure inside the molten earth.
Gemstone has been used for healing carried out in different ways. At times, the
mere presence of the stone has been sufficient to affect a cure. At other times,
the stone has been placed on the afflicted part of the body and sometimes the
stone has been ground into powder and ingested.
Whether it is the beauty of the stone or its energy or even just its presence,
different stones have been reported to have had various effects on the person
wearing it, and even on persons nearby. Since each gemstone has a unique
rhythm, character, substance and magnetism, and so has different therapeutic
properties it energize your cream with the most effective element your body is
looking for.

CRYSTALUCHE

MULTI PURPOSE ENERGETIC
MUD CREAM
Crystaluche brings together the power of Crystals, formed in the top layer of the
earth’s surface with the unique and most known effective DEAD SEA MINERAL
MUD fortified with Aloe Vera Extract and Natural Oils for nourishing, reviving and
protecting your skin's natural moisture and energize your soul & spirit!
How to Use and get the most of our products:
in order to charge your skin with the stones energies whilst reviving and
nourishing it, it is recommended to take sufficient amount of cream from around
the stone. Apply and massage into the skin until absorbed. Appropriate for all skin
types.
Our energetic Mud Cream comes energized with one of the following crystals:
Amethyst, Carnelian, Citrine, Agate Blue Lace, Agate Botswana, Rose Quartz

CRYSTALUCHE

ENERGIZE & TREAT
BODY OIL
Crystaluche brings you a special blend of natural oils: Avocado, Olive, Jojoba,
Sesame and Sunflower.
Moisturizing and nourishing your skin whilst energizing your body and soul.
How to Use and get the most of our products:
In order to charge your skin with the stones energies whilst reviving and
nourishing it,
apply a sufficient amount of oil and massage onto the skin until absorbed.
Appropriate for all skin types.
Our energetic Body Oil comes energized with one of the following crystals:
Amethyst, Carnelian, Rose Quartz
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Amethyst crystal stone
Origin: Africa. The origin of the name is Greek.
One of the twelve stones on the breast plate of the
high priest. The Amethyst provides a sense of courage,
intuition and creativity, balances the energy centers
in the body, clears the mind and promotes spiritual
understanding. Physical: Good for the metabolic system.
Excellent for reducing headaches

Citrine crystal stone
Origin: Brazil. The origin of the name:
Lemon in French. Known as the affluence
stone since it may change the inner
attitude to wealth. Increases self
confidence, desire and creativity,
strengthens intellect and memory,
efficient with anything connected
to education, business and
relationships with others.
Physical: Stimulates, kidneys,
liver and muscles,
good for digestion.

Carnelian crystal stone
Origin: India. The origin of the name is probably the
kornel cherry because of its color.
Was used for protection in ancient India, a stone of
happiness and hope, provides courage, charisma and
strength and creates an emotional balance. Physical:
Helps treat problems of the spleen, pancreas, kidneys
and gall bladder. Connected to sexuality and fertility,
so may ease pregnancy and help in the birth process.
Helps ease menstruation pain.

Agate Blue Lace crystal stone
Origin: Africa. Helps to find and develop inner peace and tranquility. A good stone
for anything to do with talking and the flow of speech when lecturing, increases
sensitivity and sharpens the senses, increases ability to understand the unknown,
provides creativity and eases release of emotions.

Agate Botswana stone crystal
Origin: Africa. Increases the ability to understand the unknown, provides
creativity, eases the release of emotions and energizes your aura.

Rose quartz love stone Crystal
Origin: Madagascar. Known as the love stone.
Very popular due to the calm delicate inspiration it provides,
energy of love as well as cleansing of old emotional wounds while
developing self-love. Increase self-confidence and the feeling of
being content.
Physical: Strengthens the heart, lungs, liver and kidneys.

Face & Soul Earth Energy kit
As we believe that body and soul are connected we offer this unique E arth energy
kit to treat and enhance your energy and skin vitality. The kit includes three
products for a full facial treatment based on the Amethyst crystal stone energies.
Amethyst Energetic Facial exfoliating cream
A gentle exfoliating action cream containing a unique combination of Natural Oils,
Plant extracts & Dead Sea Mineral Salt to instantly promote clear, clean & fresh
skin, while nourishing, moisturizing and energizing it.
Directions for use: After thoroughly cleansing your face apply a sufficient layer
of the exfoliation cream to the face and neck avoiding the eye area. Gently
massage into the skin starting from the center of the face with outward strokes.
The cream will have a double action – exfoliating and removing the impurity and
dead skin cells while energizing the new and bright skin cells. Gently rinse off
with running water. For an effective treatment is recommended to proceed with
the energetic mask and cream protocol.

Amethyst Energizing Balancing Facial Mask
Enjoy the comfort of a special energetic blanching mask. Formulated for deep
facial nourishing, improves skin cell revitalization, restore a natural youthfulness
and a radiant glow that emanates from deeper skin layers. The mask is based on
Dead Sea minerals renowned for their amazing nourishing properties and fortified
with herbal extracts and vitamins combined with the unique properties of the
Amethyst crystal stone.
Directions for use: After using the Amethyst Energetic Facial Exfoliating Cream,
apply a sufficient layer of the Amethyst Energetic Facial Balancing Mask to your
face and neck avoiding the eye area. The mask features a unique texture that
releases soothing soft heat as it is gently massaged onto the skin. After
massaging the skin for 1-2 minutes apply the Amethyst stone on your forehead
and lay your body to relax for 5-10mint. Wash all remains with running water.
Please remember to place the Amethyst Crystal stone back in the cream ready
and charging the mask for your next treatment. Use 1-2 time a week, appropriate
for all skin types. For an effective treatment it is recommended to proceed with
the Amethyst Energizing Moisturizing Cream.
Amethyst Moisture & Energy face & décolleté cream
This light-texture Moisture & Energy face & décolleté cream created to restore
time-damaged facial skin while regaining lost energy and vitality. Based on a
scientifically advanced and highly concentrated formula, enriched with Sea Weed,
Wheat Protein, Dead Sea Minerals and mini vitamin E capsules the cream is
design to diminish wrinkles and visibly improve your complexion. Use daily as

your skin reviving energy boosting treatment, to promote a firmer and youthful
glow.
Direction of use: This is the third stage in the Energy kit, take sufficient amount
of cream from around the stone & apply on clean skin. Massage gently until
absorbed. The cream will immediately charge the skin with the energy of the
Amethyst crystal stone and the micro capsules will gently open and releases their
content to the skin allowing fresh vitamins to work and diminish wrinkles
improving your skin complexion.
Appropriate for all skin types. For best result use twice weekly.

All Crystals in the CRYSTALUCHE line are original natural stones. The stones
have been tumbled and polished; a process that does not change or damage the
energy of the stone, which depends on the inner structure, Chemical composition
and color. The stones we have carefully chosen to be part of this unique line, are
all part of the quartz family. While they all share the same chemical composition
and hardness, each has its unique effect thanks to its color.
Our cosmetics line of products is manufactured according to strict quality
standards of ISO 9001:2008, and ISO 22716:2007, CGMP and certified as “Israel
Original Dead Sea Product” seal, attesting to the quality and authenticity of its
Dead Sea minerals .

